When business software fails to provide the desired functionality, users typically turn to spreadsheets to perform simple but general computational tasks. However, spreadsheets enforce a view of the world that consists mostly of tables and numbers rather than the domain concepts users have in mind. We are using wikis as a platform for empowering end-users to perform computational tasks of their choice. This paper discusses how core properties of wikis can support end-user programming. We illustrate our approach using wiki prototype software for working with business objects as made available by SAP's business application suite.
INTRODUCTION
Successful business software is typically flexible and powerful. However, it can never fully anticipate the needs of all possible users. End-user programming empowers business software users to perform computational tasks that are not supported by the business applications at hand. There is a need to explore how end-user programming can help business software.
The SAP business application platform provides a comprehensive backbone on which to build software for one-off computational tasks. To enable end-user programming, end-users need tools and documentation to make it easier to understand the application platform, including its core data structures, the business objects. End-user skills vary; thus they require tools that aid understanding the platform using different approaches. It should be easy to explore business objects and their functionality.
Prior work on empowering end-users using wikis suggests that a long tail for yet-to-be-written end-user applications exists [3] . Traditional applications are not tailored to the needs of individual end-users. The long tail consists of one-off applications fulfilling the need of only a small number of users. Using traditional means, this long tail of software is hard to write, brittle once deployed, and expensive to distribute.
Wikis are a collection of web pages that can be edited by anyone, at any time, from anywhere [4] . Until recently, wikis contained mostly prose. We are investigating wiki engines as an application platform for end-user programming. Wikis empower end-users by allowing them to share information, collaborate, and publish information more easily than other online collaboration software. To this we are adding functionality for working with structured data, that is, SAP's business objects.
Our prototype helps end-user programmers explore the business objects of the SAP application platform and perform one-off computational tasks. The prototype documents the business objects in wiki pages instead of a traditional text document. It also allows a user to write a business query in a wiki page; when the page is rendered the query is executed and instance data is displayed. Finally, it allows a user to build a query by exploring the model of the business objects, selecting the attributes they want in the query, and then executing the query to return the objects. This paper discusses our assumptions about end-user programming and describes our prototype.
END-USER PROGRAMMING
Our approach and the motivation to use wikis as an end-user programming platform are based on the following assumptions about end-user programming:
1. Incremental and incomplete programming. End-users don't "think through" their programs. They put down parts of the computational tasks to be performed and expect that these tasks can be performed, even if the program is not complete by traditional means (nor will it ever be). We view end-users as incremental tinkerers.
2.
No clear distinction between instance and model. End-users don't or can't program in a traditional sense. They describe what they want the software to do by performing the computations themselves and by laying out how the results are supposed to look like. End-users can't distinguish (well) between a model and its instances [5] .
only be robust to such errors but recover from failure and keep performing the end-user tasks [7] .
Spreadsheet programs like Microsoft's Excel have properties that fulfill these properties:
1. End-users can program in Excel and expect the spreadsheet to perform the computations, independently of whether the spreadsheet is finished or not.
2. Excel does not make clear a distinction between model of computation and instance (execution) of computation. Both are available in one connected view.
3. Excel does not crash because computations cannot fail, instead cell values keep being computed. Some cells may provide nonsensical values but it is left to the end-user to judge the output of the cell value.
Spreadsheets are based on a tables and numbers paradigm. Hence, to empower end-users to work with domain concepts and have representations different from those found in spreadsheets, we decided to use wikis as a platform for end-user programming.
Wiki engines fulfill the end-user programming assumptions:
1. A wiki page is always in a consistent state, i.e. "the markup always parses," even if the results of a page may not make much sense. There is no intermediate or final stage of a wiki page, it is always in development.
2. The wiki page is the computation, and the current distinction between edit and view mode, or "design-time" and "runtime" is rather accidental. In fact, the latest breed of wiki WYSIWIG editors attempts to integrate these two views.
3. Wiki pages don't crash. Rather the wiki engine parses what it can interpret and if it doesn't make sense, the computation falls back to text display.
In contrast to spreadsheets, wikis are not constrained to a specific computational paradigm or a specific visual display. Wikis are not by nature domain-specific. Hence, we believe wikis are a platform better suited to end-user programming than spreadsheets.
Many wiki engines today support simple computational tasks in an ad-hoc fashion. MediaWiki offers parameterized templates [6] and TWiki offers macros [8] . Some wiki engines have been specifically set up to support general computational tasks, for example JotSpot [2] and XWiki [9] .
In general, to evolve current wiki engines into general platforms for end-user programming, wiki markup needs to be extended to allow for the expression of programs. The next section describes our first steps towards such a platform.
BUSINESS OBJECTS IN WIKIS
We are working on the integration of business objects into wikis.
A business object is a data structure that represents an instance of a business domain concept. In object-oriented terms, a business object is an object, and the type of a business object is its class. The business object model includes all of the types of the business objects including their relationships.
This integration of business objects into wikis has three parts: the description of the business objects, the definition of queries that read and write business objects, and the execution and presentation of queries. These components are only a first step on a way to a more comprehensive integration of SAP's business application platform with wikis.
WIKI DOCUMENTATION
The majority of the documentation of the SAP business object model is available as word processor documents. Using a word processor to document the business objects makes it hard for the end-user programmer to find information about business objects. In contrast, wikis make it easier to browse the object model to find the desired information. In addition, wikis provide useful features for collaborating, source control, and searching.
Our Wiki Docs prototype uses the MediaWiki wiki engine [6] to represent a business object type from the object model as one wiki page. Using a wiki to document the business object model instead of word processor documents makes it easier for end-users to collaborate and understand the model. End-user programmers can easily browse the business object wiki pages and don't need to download each separate business object document. The search feature of wikis allows end-users to search for a business object they are interested in. Maintainers of the business object model description can collaborate easier since wikis can be concurrently edited online and provide the revision history of a wiki page rather than having to use another piece of software for source control. The discussion page allows maintainers to discuss the contents of a page that is associated with a business object. Finally, it is possible to control who can edit a wiki page which can be useful to distinguish between end-users and maintainers.
We have documented the business objects in a wiki which helps show the hierarchal structure of the object model better than a set of word processor documents. We map the namespace structure onto the wiki. We provide three pages for an end-user to browse the navigation structure of the business object model. The first page is a list of all business objects generated automatically from the backend SAP business application. The second page alphabetically groups each business object by the different namespaces. The third page annotates each business object by the business object type category and namespace category. Figure 2 shows an example business object type in a wiki page. Each business object wiki page provides information on how to use the business object, the structure of the business object, what namespace the business object belongs to, associations of the business object with other business objects, and technical people to contact for further information.
We have another project which uses a recommendation engine to provide recommendations of wiki pages to end-users. Using a recommendation engine in our Wiki Docs prototype could be useful to end-users as the engine will be able to inform them of other business objects end-users have looked at or related business objects while browsing an existing business object wiki page.
WIKI BUSINESS QUERY
The Wiki Business Query prototype allows users to write business queries from within a wiki. The result of a query is structured data which is then displayed inside a wiki page as one or more business objects.
The business queries operate on business objects. A sales order is an example of a business object. A sales order is an order received by a business from a customer and contains a buyer party, seller party, the items for sale, etc. Figure 1 shows the basic architecture of the Wiki Business Query prototype. Users view the MediaWiki [6] instance in their web browser. Users edit a wiki page through the edit mode and can then write business queries which are encapsulated inside XMLlike tags, e.g. <bql> query string </bql>. Metadata queries use <bqlm> tags instead.
When the MediaWiki engine parses the tags the PHP extension is executed. The extension takes the business query string as an argument and calls a Java SOAP web service operating on an Apache Tomcat instance. The web service creates a Java business object query and then calls the execute method on the business object query engine inside of SAP's application platform.
If the business query is valid, a list of Java data objects is returned. If the query fails, an error message is returned. The web service then parses the data objects and creates structured JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) objects. The JSON objects are then returned to the MediaWiki instance which is responsible for parsing and rendering the JSON objects into HTML. Figure 3 shows a test query which gets all the sales orders and Figure 4 shows the results of the query displayed as a table. We are currently exploring using JavaScript to provide features for sorting and filtering the query results displayed in the table. 
QUERY BUILDER
The Query Builder prototype allows a user to browse the underlying business object model in a top down approach to build a query and then execute that query. Figure 5 shows the Query Builder prototype which contains the following panel components: connection, business objects, and query.
A user first connects to SAP's application platform in the connection panel. Once connected to the platform end-users can search for a business object type and the associated namespace. When the form is submitted the business object is highlighted along with the associations the business object has amongst other business objects and the attributes for the highlighted business object. A user can also browse deeper into the business object hierarchy by selecting an association which will then show the business objects that can be traversed along this path and the new attributes for the selected business object association. When a user selects any of the attributes from a business object this will build up a query in the far right query panel. Once a user has built a query they can submit the query form and get instance data returned which is displayed below the query form.
The Query Builder prototype uses the same web service as that of the Wiki Business Query prototype but the client interface is implemented using the Ext JavaScript 2.0 library [1] . We intend to make a smaller widget version of the Query Builder prototype and integrate it with the edit mode of MediaWiki.
CONCLUSION
We have described a prototype based on MediaWiki that allows end-users to work with SAP business objects. The prototype is based on our vision of wikis as a general computational platform for end-user programming. The design of our extensions is based on the three fundamental assumptions that end-user programs are never finished but rather remain incomplete, that end-user programs are a direct reflection of their execution, and that end-user programs should be robust towards computational errors.
